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Welcome, Friends!
I'm so glad that you decided to download my e-book

"How to Organize Your Holiday Kitchen"!

 

I'm pretty sure that most of us have a bit of anxiety

when we think about the holidays.  There's so much to

do!  All of the baking, shopping, traveling and

entertaining can be exhausting.

 

But, I want to share with you a few tips and tricks to 

to make your holiday season a little more simple and

relaxing!

 

"How to Organize Your Holiday Kitchen" will help you

to:

 

-Get your kitchen clean and tidy

 

- Help you to eliminate needless clutter in your

cabinets

 

-Manage your kitchen space better

 

-Get prepared for holiday cooking!

 

and much more!

 

 

 

 

Let's Get Started!



Clean the Kitchen
The very first thing that needs to happen, before any

organizing or shopping, is to clean the kitchen

thoroughly!

 

But what exactly does that entail?

 

 

 

1.Completely

empty 

 everything out

of your cabinets.

5. Empty your 

pantry and 

wipe down.

4. Empty and clean

 the refrigerator:

don't forget

 the top!

2. Wipe down

inside of cabinets

along with

cabinet doors and

handles.

3. Wipe down the

stove, clean your

oven & sanitize

microwave, inside

and out.

6. Sweep and 

Mop your floors

thoroughly!

NOW Let's
Get Organized!
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What Do You Have on Hand?
 

What Do You Really NEED?

Cookware Audit
From my experience, most

people struggle with letting go

of possessions. 

 

But here's what they need to

understand...

 

There's no way to organize "too

much stuff"!

 

If you truly want to get

organized, it's imperative that

you reduce your kitchen items

to what you really USE!

 

To help you with this, I

recommend that you list all of

the cookware and bakeware

that you currently own.

 

Then do some thinking about

the last time you used each

piece....

 

If you haven't used it in a year,

may  I recommend that you set

it aside in a box somewhere

(for now)  and get it out of your

kitchen.

 

Now list and keep what you

really use and need!
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Making the Best of What You've Got

So often, we humans fall into habits and patterns that may

not be serving us as well as we once thought.

 

But what if, since your kitchen is clean and the cabinets

are empty, you took a fresh look at how you organize your

kitchen?

 

For example, do you keep your baking items together near

your stove?  Doing this can save a lot of steps and hassle,

making it more enjoyable to bake!

 

How to Minimize Your Spice Cabinet

 

What about other cabinets?  Put what you use most at eye-

level, and less-used items up higher.  

 

Also, if possible, keep frequently-used dishes and glasses

near the dishwasher or dish washing area for quick and

simple organization!

 

How about under the kitchen sink?  I know most of us

probably put cleaners and cleaning supplies there.  But

wait!  Who says that cleaning supplies HAVE to go under

the kitchen sink?  If that space could be better used 

 another way, switch it up!

 

Another tip:  Use your walls and backs of doors for storage!

Take advantage of hanging shelves to store even more,

especially in a small kitchen!
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The Dreaded Kitchen Gadget Drawer

 

The key to getting that kitchen

gadget drawer under control is

two-fold:

 

First, empty the drawer and

clean.

 

Second, be ruthless about what

you choose to keep. 

 

Third, once you minimize your

gadget drawer, you might

enjoy an organizer, although

you see that I didn't use one.

 

I keep items that I use daily in

a crock on my counter!
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 Organize Your Recipes

Stock Up on Staples
The holiday season is one of

the best times to stock up on

staples!

 

For example, butter is usually

at it's lowest price around

Christmas.  When it hits $2.50

for one pound, I buy a year's

worth.

 

Watch for deals on other

pantry items and baking

supplies during the holidays!

Go ahead and pull out those

holiday recipes so that you

can start organizing them! 

 

Whether you organize them

digitally or in a hard copy

notebook, just do it! 

 

Re-familiarize yourself with

the ingredients needed so

you can begin to keep an eye

out for sales! 



More Christmas Posts...
24 Easy Christmas Cookies to Bake & Share

How to Make a Fresh Wreath from Cuttings

What Homesteaders Really Want for Christmas

How to Buy Sustainable Gifts for Christmas

How to Keep Christmas Simple

How to Make Re-Usable Cloth Gift Bags
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